GO AHEAD, GET AHEAD

5th IEC Young Professionals workshop
10 – 12 November 2014 Tokyo, Japan
Why attend?
►

Only annual workshop dedicated to the next generation of experts
providing a holistic understanding of the standardization and
conformity assessment work of the IEC

►

Benefit from exceptional networking opportunities with
>1000 international key players

►

Experience an IEC General Meeting: a key annual event that brings
together the IEC technical and the management community; build
knowledge and expand professional contacts

►

See how International Standards are managed and developed
through the opportunity to attend management and technical
meetings

►

Participate in interactive sessions and events where you can
exchange with peers and have your voice heard – the outcomes
are reported to IEC management

Benefits for your company
►
►
►
►

Be ahead of the technology curve in your field
Help to ensure technology transfer
Foster a culture of innovation
Cultivate long-term involvement in the international arena

Are you…
► A young and dynamic manager, engineer or technician aged from early
20s to mid-30s?
► Experienced in working with or developing standards or involved in
conformity assessment?
► Working for a company, business or industry that uses or benefits from
standards?
► Wanting to become more involved in IEC related activities?

How to register
Contact your National Committee for details of the selection process in
your country. (www.iec.ch/members)

www.iec.ch/youngprofessionals

What to expect?
“ I truly had a wonderful
experience and was able to meet
and network with many
individuals that can expand my
contacts, both professionally
and personally. Through talking
with other YPs I was able
to see the "big picture" scope
of the IEC.”
CHELSEY SCHWEIKERT,
USA

“ I received a lot of information
about International Standards.
I appreciate how we can
communicate and discuss with
senior engineers, standards
experts, and how we can use
standards to achieve the
company’s strategy.”
ZHAN WEI,
China

